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Off Their Feed
by R. Emmett Tyrrell, Jr.

C

onsider the absurdity of the scene!
America’s journalists, possibly the
most sanctimonious collection of
bores since the authors of the Mayflower
Compact, are now languidly flagellating
themselves for engaging in a “feeding
frenzy” at the expense of the Clintons. The
Pilgrim bores, circa 1620, called themselves “Saints.” Surely, the herd journalists of the American media cotlsider themselves “saints” too. Just the other day Rod
MacLeish, the Washington bureau chief of
Monitor Radio, was solemnly beseeching
another local Saint, that congenital groaner
,Haynes Johnson of the Washington Post,
as to whether, apropos of Whitewatergate,
all Washington was in a “feeding frenzy.”
“Oh, ’tis true, ’tis true,” responded Dr.
Johnson, “’tis all too true.”
Egad! By mid-March all Washington
echoed with this sort of claptrap as the
anointed of the dominant media culture began to betray their sense of
phony guilt, And so the media’s preeminent moral exhibitionists raised
the lament that all Washington was
amuck in a “feeding frenzy” nibbling
on the tender parts of Boy Clinton and
his cruelly persecuted wife. But wait!
The press was reporting legitimate
news stories, created by the incompetents in the White House. That is no
“feeding frenzy,” you see. That is evidence of abuse of power, conflict of
interest, and obstruction of justice. But
just to keep things simple for the simpletons now carping about a “feeding

frenzy,” most of the Whitewatergate news
stories are reports of events recently perpetrated by the White House Machiavels.
It is not the American press’s fault
that President Clinton’s White House
counsel and Mrs. Clinton’s chief of staff
attended controversial meetings with
Treasury officials who briefed them
regarding the Clintons’ involvement in
federal bank probes. Reporting those
meetings is the press’s duty. So is reporting the recent subpoenaing of ten White
House officials and the forced resignation of White House counsel Bernard
Nussbaum. The other day, when
Associate Attorney General Webster
Hubbell resigned, was the press to look
the other way, lest Haynes Johnson and
Rod MacLeish descry a “feeding frenzy”? These are legitimate news stories,

which the press is duty-bound to report.
For that matter the press was duty-bound
to report the Clintons’ petulant character
assault on Republicans who sought congressional hearings into what appears to
be the largest agglutination of sleaze
since the Nixon administration. Arguably
it is larger, involving as it might the
removal of Vincent Foster’s corpse.
Now Congressman Lee Hamilton, one
of the most respected Democrats in
Congress, has urged congressional hearings. Is he, too, engaged in a “feeding
frenzy”? The Clintons’ claque insists that
all these stories are hoary with age. The
collapse of the Madison Guaranty Savings
and Loan and the Clintons’ Whitewater
investment date back to Ronald Reagan’s
decade of greed. Perhaps Hillary Clinton
will charge that Ronald Reagan and Ed
Meese encouraged her to take a
$2,000-a-monthfee from the floundering S&L to represent that fly-by-night
operation before bank regulators
beholden t6 her husband, the Arkansas
governor. Maybe she will claim that it
was Michael Milken who taught her
and her associates to “flip” real estate
lots-occasionally several times a day,
inflating their value and using these
inflated values to artificially pump up
their asset values. And maybe it was
the Bush administration and not the
governor of Arkansas that enhanced
the Whitewater development by building roads into its otherwise remote
hills and forests.
Okay, let bygones be bygones, but
the present White House coverups are
as current as the moming newspaper,
and the fallout should be reported.

Adapted from RET’S weekly Washington Times column syndicated by
Creators Syndicate.
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Actually, the press has been very cautious
about speaking ill of the Clintons.
Washington bureau chiefs have muzzled
some hard-working journalists who obviously have been sitting on information for
months. That was certainly true of the LQS
Angeles Times’s reluctance to publish
Jonathan Rempel and Douglas Frantz’s
scrupulously reported story on
Troopergate. And now in the immediate
aftermath of Hubbell’s resignation a splendidly informative story by the Washington
Post’s Howard Schneider and Sharon
Walsh reports a vast amount of, information about nearly a dozen of Hubbell’s
questionable dealings both as a lawyer at
the Rose Law Finn and as associate attorney general. One wonders how long the

reporters gathered that information and if
it would ever have seen the light of day
without Hubbell’s hasty exit.
The day after President Clinton’s
splendid bamboozling of a supine reportoriat at his nationally broadcast press conference, the Washington Times broke the
story that its crosstown rival had suspendk d star investigative reporter Michael
Isikoff for two weeks. Isikoff, the Times
wrote, had accused the Post of spiking a
story h a t gave credence to the allegations
of Paula Corbin Jones-namely, that
then-Governor Clinton had, unbidden,
exposed his private parts to her in a Little
Rock hotel room.
This is not a frenzy of feeding but a
frenzy of events. Cl

there was a day when cheap patriotism
was a phony way to get ahead or make a
buck; but it is more common today to get
ahead and make a buck by denouncing
America as a sham or worse.
As I write, very few pundits have
spilled much ink condemning the
Ameses for betraying a country that happens to embody most of the noblest
ideals of our civilization. In fact, it is a
country that has nearly tom itself apart
attempting to implement those ideals to
the nth degree. No, most of the criticism
has been directed at Ames not for his
lack of patriotism but for putting a price
on his deed-how very American! The
only other criticism I have noticed has
been directed at the CIA for lax security.
Well, let me file my criticism against
the humbug intellectuals who have prospered by depicting American history as a
chronicle of rogues and scoundrels,
racists, exploiters, and war-mongers. On
the one hand, you have the celebrated
writer and pontificator Susan Sontag
stating early in her career that which has
become a common theme of America’s
perpetual graduate students: “America
was founded on genocide. . . . It’s the
whole character structure of modern
American man. . . . This is a doomed
country, it seems to me; I only pray that
when America founders it doesn’t drag
the rest of the planet down.” Outbursts
like that won her a $340,000 grant from
the MacArthur Foundation in 1990.
On the other hand, you have Strobe
Talbott, whom President Bill Clinton has
raised from the ranks of journalism to the
second highest position in the State
Department. Late in 1989, when all
Americans should have been celebrating
our peaceful victory in the Cold War,
Talbott paused in Time magazint to snipe
at those Cold Warriors, Democratic and
Republican, who had persevered. “The
doves in the Great Debate of the past 40
years,” he wrote, ‘<wereright all along.”
What were they right about? Were they
right when they called Americans warmongers, tools of the Military Industrial
Complex, capitalists intent on exploitation? Were they right when they said
Moscow was peaceful and harmless?
Actually the doves were wrong about
almost everything, but those of them who
relentlessly criticjzed an America that
never was made it much easier for the
Ameses of this world to betray democracy
with a clear conscience. 0
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arch 1 was a bleak day for the
bookers over at the “Donahue”
show, at Oprah, at Geraldo, and
at the other talk shows. It was on that day
that United States Magistrate Barry R.
Poretz denied bail to the accused spies,
Aldrich H. Ames and his chic South
American wife Maria. Talk:show connoisseurs are going to miss a lot. Think of the
fascinating stories the Ameses could tell
about struggling with a multicultural marriage in the smug suburbs of Virginia!
Doubtless it has been a real trial dropping
off their bright-eyed, idealistic youngster at
a day-care center dominated by the grasping progeny of all those rich Washington
lawyers and psychiatrists. And surely Mrs.
Ames could spice up the proceedings with
some homfied shriek about the time she
caught Aldrich eating the garter belt he got
her for Valentine’s Day?
Doubtless there would also be appearances by the Ameses on the more intellectual shows, say, ‘‘Larry King Live,” and
what a hit they would be on the campus
lecture circuit. Aldrich, with his sophisticated demeanor and comparative youth,
would make a splendid replacement for
Alger Hiss. After all, he is surely more the
“happening-guy’’ than the octogenarian
Alger: no catty allusions to the early
homosexuality of a Whittaker Chambers
for Aldrich. He might even have the pluck
to point out that New Soviet Man was
16
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essentially gay, that feminism began with
Khrushchev, and other whoppers eminently believable to an audience of
American university professors. I can see
him now, mesmerizing the professoriate
and an audience of teacher’s pets with a
lecture entitled “The Surprise of
Discovery”: his Russian contacts were so
very much like him. The KGB fellows
who handed him the loot in exchange for
the names of our double agents all loved
their families and womed about their hairlines-ha, ha. Their concern for the environment was apparent-and for global
warming, and the unwholesome abundance of red meat in little Sergei’s diet.
On second thought, perhaps Aldrich
would not be such a hit on campus. What
stupidity might he utter about America
and Russia, particularly Communist
Russia, that has not been resounding from
progressive faculties for years?
I was taken aback at seeing the
improbable Richard Cohen abominating
Ames’s treason in the Washington Post.
What Ames did is simply a logical extension of what purveyors of progressive
thought have been saying for years. With
increasing regularity for decades now,
the chic intelligentsia have been solemnizing America’s shortcomings. Only
J o e Sixpack and his wife Joyce fly
American flags and sing America’s
virtues. Patriotism is laughed at. True,
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’‘I am placing your
book on a high
shelf so that Sadie
our retriever will do
it no harm. ”
- Prof. Paul Samuelson, MIT
You send your children away to an expensive, prestigious
university, and they come back home telling you .
rn Capitalism is destroying the planet.

..

w the problems of income inequality, and how free enterprise, not the
state, can solve it.
w the truth about the Green Revolution, plus free-market solutions to
environmental problems.

rn The rlch aren’t paying their fair share.
rn Marx was a misunderstoodgenius.

Students who use Econoinics on Trial have seen dramatic results.
One student at PrincetonUniversity pointedout an error in an economics class and confounded the professor. Another student gave a copy
of the book to his instructor that totally changed his way of teaching.
Students and teachers aren’t the only ones to benefit from this book.
Business people, investors, and government leaders have also profited. After reading it, you will no longer be surprised or confused by
world economic events, whether it be another recession, a credit
crunch, a banking crisis, a dollar collapse,or a stock market boom or
bust. You’ll be able to make positiveplansfor your businessand avoid
dangerous pitfalls.
Most importantly, after reading Economics on Trial, students won’t
come home from college saying that Marx was a creative genius, that
the rich are undertaxed, that federal deficits are harmless, or that
capitalism is polluting the world. Rather, they will return home with a
feeling of patriotism, knowing that capital formation, entrepreneurship,
low taxes, and limitedstable government are the secretsto a successful life and national prosperity.

The government ought to provide universal
health care and guarantee everyone a job.

Sadly, most campuses are filled with ultra-liberal professors who
transform students (your children and future voters!) into anticapitalist radicals.Polls indicatethat over 80% of all college graduates
considerthemselves “liberals” or “radical liberals” a direct resultof
the brainwashing they get from their teachers.

-

FINALLY THERE’S A SOLUTION
But now there’s a surefire antidote for the radical liberal bias on
campus . . . Economics on Trial: Lies, Myths and Realities, an
exciting new book by Professor Mark Skousen. Economics on Trial
gives your college-age students the ammunition they need to defend
the free enterprise system and systematically destroy every liberal
argument expoused by Keynesians, socialists and Marxists. Then it
replaces bad economics with a universal model of prosperity, based
on the principlesof individualliberty, sound money, fiscal responsibility, and the free market.
Everything is written from a business-oriented, free-enterprise
pdrspective. Economicson Trial has chapters on:
w how American industry can prosper in a global competitive
market without government subsidies or tariffs.
w a point-by-pointrefutationof Keynesian economics, Marxism and
socialist central planning.
rn why out-of-controlfederal deficits are far more seriousthan most
people realize.
w how business people and investors are misled by the popular
fiction that consumer spending drives the economy.
w why business investmentis far more importantthanconsumption.
w why the American economy is not depression-proof, and why
mainstream economists won’t be able to predictthe next depression if it occurs.
w how inefficient and undiscoveredmarkets around the world offer
outstanding opportunities for profit.
the need for a gold standard and a stable money policy.
w why Keynesianeconomics is
dangerousmisleadingfor consumers, business leaders
0nd legislators.
w the growing tax burden and
why taxes needto be reduced,
not increased.
w the real cause of inflationary
recessions, and how to forecast when the next recession
will hit.
w what you can learn from the
economic miracles of Japan,
Germany and emerging Third
World economies.
w how the United States could
end unemployment and Or. Mark Skwsen, eeonomlcs profesrecession tomorrow if it sor at Rollins College, tear8 up Paul
adopted the universal model Samuelson’sfamous textbook.
“Students deserve betterl”
of prosperty.

QUOTES FOR ECOlVOMlCS ON TRlAL
“Iam an undergraduateeconomics major and found your book to
be brilliant. It is exactly the way economics should be taught.”
(MichaelIlles, U. of San Francisco)
“The best economics book I’ve ever read, and that’s out of
hundreds.” (Prof. Roger Ciites, St. Mary’s College, Minnesota)
“An extraordinary book and damn fun to read!. Economics on Trial
has the makings of a classic. It is an original work, filled with valuable
insights, possessed of a broad and inspiring vision for economics.”
(Roy Childs, Laissez Faire Review)
“There is no way intellectually honest economics professors can
cmtinue to profess what they do without paying attention to Mark
Skousen’s devastating criticismsof widely held doctrines.“ [Prof. Walter Williams, George Mason University)
“Mark Skousen is the bad boy of academic economics, slinging
some well-aimed mud. ” (Peter Brimelow, Forbes)
“Skousen has performed an important service. ” (Barron’s)
“Iam delighted with the very idea of it!” (William F. Buckley, Jr.,
NationalReview)
Now in its 5th printing and a new preface. Over 25,000 sold!
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Breaking Away
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he Committee for Wac0 Justice
turned out to be a rather pitiful
group of no more than fifty people
holding candles in Lafayette Square.
Some carried signs, one reading “Is Your
Church ATF-Approved?’ They were huddled directly in front of the floodlit, silent
White House. Their muffled chants-Hey
hey, ho ho, / ATF has got to go; Hey Bill
Clinton,find the scoundrels, /Appoint an
independent counsel (for Waco, not
Whitewater)-could hardly be heard
above the Pennsylvania Avenue traffic,
and there were no supportive horns or
headlights flashing. In Washington terms,
we didn’t exist.
Jon Utley had told me about the gathering, and we stood with the group for a
while. One couple, wearing “Gun
Owner” buttons, said they had read about
it on the Internet. Carol Moore was the
organizer, and she was selling her 134page report, The Massacre of the Branch
Davidians, for $7. I was glad to give her
the money. Hardly anyone would see it,
let alone read it. The Texas jury’s verdict
in the case, acquitting the survivors of
murder and conspiracy, had been handed
down a few days earlier, prompting
Attorney General Janet Reno to say that
justice had been “had.” The Washington
Post called this verdict “a professional
setback for gorernment prosecutors,”
which should “spur on the review of military assault-type activities that federal
law enforcement agencies launched . . .”
My own feeling was that bringing
murder charges against the survivors of a
military assault was just one more example, although an outrageous one, of the
unlimited power that the federal establishment now wields. Before the final
assault on the compound, the Wac0
standoff engaged the attention of hunTom Bethell is The American Spectator’s
Washington correspondent.
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by Tom Bethell

dreds of reporters and I must have seen
dozens of stories on TV, without seeing
one that bothered to explain just how the
federals had claimed jurisdiction in the
first place. It is simply assumed on all
sides that their jurisdiction is unlimited,
which in practice it is. I realized how
much my whole outlook on such matters
had changed when I was reading recently
about the American Revolution. I found
myself thinking of today’s federal government as analogous to the British in
the 1770s. I suspect a lot of people may
feel this way, perhaps without so fonnulating it. What can ordinary citizens do?
The real trend in the world today is
toward the decentralization of power.
This has been conspicuous all over
Europe, in Canada, and in the demise of
the Soviet Union. Here, however, it has
been held in check, thanks to the continued liberal stranglehold over policy
(unchecked by twelve years of
Republican “rule”). In fact, the liberal
establishment increasingly resembles
nothing so much as a bitter remnant of
the Socialist International. Unfazed by
socialist failure everywhere else, they are
pursuing the further centralization of
power in Washington, with the Clintons
as their willing agents. Centralize, centralize! That is their agenda, most obvious of late in the realm of health care.

He’s an astute enough politician to know
that the expansion of federal power is the
last thing people want, so deception was
integral to his strategy. More federal
power would have to be dressed up as
something else. For this deceit alone, he
deserves to be run out of town. (Clinton,
incidentally, made the tactical error of
choosing as his vice president a man
whom Beltway regulars would dearly
love to see in the Oval Office.)
Meanwhile, what about the federal
beast? I think at bottom the impatient
mood in the country stems from the government’s failure to respond to the end of
the Cold War. For decades, many
Americans were willing to tolerate a bloated federal establishment as the price for
resisting Soviet expansionism. The unstated deal in Congress was that conservatives
would get their expanded military in return
for ever-increasing domestic programs.
Now that the Cold War is over, the military is (rightly) being cut back, but domestic spending keeps on growing. A lot of
people-I will not call them conservatives,
let us just say normal people (still the
majority)-feel
frustrated as a result. Even
in the (net tax-recipient) Washington area
voters are said to be “angry and impatient,’’ according to the WashingtonPost.
Initially, Ross Perot appealed to the
electorate because he seemed to understand this problem and perhaps could
bring change. A familiar campaign of
envy-arousal by the press, stressing his
great wealth, backfired in favor of Perot.
His money was seen as liberating him
from the usual media suspects and party
power-brokers. But Perot was a disappointment. His self-confidence exceeded
his grasp of the underlying issue. He just
didn’t get it. In proinising to raise taxes
to balance the budget, he fell strkght into
the very first trap set for him.
Establishment ringleader Pete Peterson,
Republican Moderate, must have been

w

ashington’s attention, as I
write, has been totally focused
on Whitewater, Vincent
Foster, Webster Hubbell, the shredded
documents, and so on. Underlying all this
weird business is the implicit question:
Who gets to steer the federal beast? What
I would like to know is how we cut it
down to size. Bill Clinton’s Arkansas
background deserves all the attention it
gets, of course. He pretended in his campaign to be a “new” Democrat, but his
great hero turns out to have been FDR.
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